
Personal Wisdom Statements 

	
Personal Reality Statements

1. I bring back new possibilities from this past moment of healing and 
removing the domination energy. 

2. I am the tip of the iceberg in this re-stored world of female authority voice. 

3. I come to this present moment to dance awake the wisdom, camaraderie, 
love, and immense powerful skills and abilities within all souls in Female 
Bodies. 

4.

5. I bring my passionate mission into the forms that serve and expand those 
who are calling for this gift. 

6. Those who are hungry for the spiritual guidance I flow find me effortlessly. 

7. My gifts from the unseen are formed in multiple ways that empower and lift 
those who are seeking. 

8. The Law of Reciprocity foundations my stability and abundance as my 
forms of love fill my communities. 

9. Souls birthed in a Male bodysuit which has been restored to the heart 
guided nurturer with energy of all possibilities of Good as originally 
degreed! 

10. Abundance of All Good flows effortlessly to his mate, family, and 
community.

11. Communities flourish as they receive the male's blessed energy to be 
woven into great Good.

12. My presence is enough.



13. The presence and contributions of a Soul in Male Bodysuit brings 
wellness and balance in efficient and effective ways.

14.
15. Women are free to embrace their gifts, insights, voices and are 

empowered to work with one another. 
16. I am safe in experiencing the joy of being with my sisters. 
17. Being with my sisters fills my heart as I see them living their own 

version of peace, calm and vibrancy. 
18. All of my created partners; home, land, garden, nature, community, 

family, mentorship reflects the qualities of my presence. 
19. Finances flows in abundance as a direct relationship to my work into 

the world. 
20. I relax gracefully into the rich abundant flow of financial and resource 

support. 
21. My voice and words inspires others and motivates them into actions 

of Good, meaningful experiences. 
22. I am very through in follow through and completions in my TAG and 

Wisdom work. 
23. Challenges toughens, strengthens and matures me. 
24. The perfume of “blue violet soul” infusion fills my space and enlarges 

me. 
25. I am a consistent empowering leader and mentor. 
26. I freely, fully and directly receive the good of all of my labors. 

Receiving deepens my experience of the Good that Is, fills and 
surrounds me. 

27. I take the time to identify which dimension I am in before I reach out 
to connect with others. Am I in the same “reality/dimension”? 

28. I am a presence and beacon for others in their journey onto their Sun 
Path. I hold that space with integrity and commitment. 

29. January 17: The fruits of my labors, past, present and future, come to 
me directly, freely, gracefully and abundantly.  

30. (very heavy energy in right leg during meditation and heavy energy in 
left arm during bb. Difficult puppet and so I did more. 



31. I use my abundant resources and financial flow well in the 
experiences of the Galactic Family Agenda and Earth mission. 

32. My flow of resources adds meaning of Good, Love and Joy and to my 
life and to the life of others. 

33. The four elements, air, earth, fire and water, are working for the 
expression of Good through me and are benefiting me and the world. 

34. My Sacred Space/Ground is the Space in which my family, friends 
and clients exist and transform. 

35. My abundance flows gracefully and effortlessly through the multiple 
upgraded systems of intake, digestion, utilization and distribution in 
total safety and balance. 

36. All in the TAG, Red Rock, PTO, PRT network in all worlds are in total 
alignment, resonance, agreement to the GFV as I understand it or 
better. They function from the declaration of the WGC value agenda. 
They are refined, deepened, strengthened from this moment forward. 
This declaration provides the standard by which all are measured, 
evaluated and retained. All not of this quality and caliber are removed 
to their place of resonance immediately. Feb 9, 2014, 10 pm PST. 
These are the members of my personal team and all assisting in my 
life and work must meet these qualifications. And so it is! 

37. I easily maintain a spaced/presence of clarity, balance and listening 
in my communications. 

38. Communications are honest, authentic experiences, concepts, ideas 
and other’s which enhance their/my own. 

39. My voice and presence is for and with the Galactic Family, our 
agenda, our Earth mission and our gender mission to assure our 
Sovereignty and restoration to our Wholeness. 

40. I, as God, declare, “It is time for me to experience financial 
abundance.” And so it is 

41. Our Divine Life Force of Good flows through the Sun secured with the 
Red Rock Vortex energy for the exclusive use of our Grater Galactic 
family in experiences of Benefit, Beauty and Balance. 

42. I move our secured Life Force of Good to Benefit, Balance, Free and 
Beautify myh Galactic Family Soul members 



43. Women are valued and kept safe by the men who hold their hearts, 
i.e.  fathers, husbands, sons, lovers, brothers, uncles, grandfathers, 
neighbors, friends, acquaintances in Sacred Trust. 

44. I am in a love, joy, happiness filled commited relationship with a soul 
broth cleared of parasitic influence. 

45. Our connection is deeply rooted in our Galactic Family past. And a 
future is emerging for us that neither thought possible. 

46.
47. My efficient business systems maintain an easy distribution of client 

support and financial accountability 
48. My business grows in a consistent fashion that provides balance of 

financial stability and personal nurturing. 
49. My business expands in a way that my clients feel my personal 

support and I maintain the time for consistent personal rejuvenation. 
50. My presence is enough. I delegate “doing” to my loving, efficient team 

members. 
51. I choose the allotment of my time according to my values of client 

support, family relationship, emotional nurturing, mental stimulation 
and inner peace.  

52. I have a time schedule that assures Living Core strengthening which 
provides my mentoring clients with my presence of integrity, 
consistency, wisdom and inspiration. 

53. My world and life is built from the Galactic Family’s Divine Nature of 
Good. 

54. My life is filled with individuals committed to experiencing and 
sharing aspects of our nature of Good. 

55. The Red Rock energy fields assures our Sovereignty.  

56. All contracts of parasitic-invader – outsider energy that have held 
control over female body suits are immediately null and voided. 

57. Parasitic and invader broadcasting identified and totally removed 
back to parasitic home of origin along with creating energy. 

58. Plan created and implemented to widely broadcast the mind of our 
Galactic Family, nature agenda and mission. 



59. My presence and influence has expanded and touched lives in 
graceful ways. 

60. Resources, community, finances flow to me in abundance and 
through me as consistent, thriving, generous experiences/expressions 
of GOOD. 

61. I declare all parasitic/invader’s plans, forms, structures, contracts- 
past, present, future- null and void throughout our Galactic Family. 
They are identified, dissolved and removed as if they had never 
existed. The voids are filled with the sovereign energy of our Galactic 
Family, Rainbow filled Earth. 

62. The Divine Structure for my work and calling provides safety, 
stability, consistent value and inspiration, balance, various facets of 
Good in every expanding and emerging forms. 

63. My word is law for my family as my presence opens the doors for 
their movement onto their own Sun path. 

64. I am in a community/culture committed to standing in their 
authentic resonance. And equally committed to assisting others to re-
discover and stand in their place of Divine presence and resonance. 

65. My myriad of friends in Energy Bodies beyond sight fill my space, 
interact in generous, loving ways and infuse my bodies, life and 
resonance system with joy, laughter, wisdom and inspiration. 

66. I am a leader within collaborative communities of women leaders. We 
support one another and in so doing each of our voices are stronger, 
heard, valued and included in making changes in our world.


